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OVERVIEW

Next generation automotive applications require 
higher quality and more accurate LIVE services 
and Map content to maximize safety, improve 
operating comfort and efficiency. 

HOW IT WORKS

TomTom populates the route ahead with safety-
related content through its Maps, LIVE services 
and navigation software components in addition 
to on-board sensors. This complementary and 
more diverse sensor network increases safety 
and provides a more natural and effective driving 
performance.
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More and more car manufacturers are aiming to 
develop the most comfortable, safest automated 
vehicle. TomTom components enable use cases 
and add redundancy for unique driver assistance 
systems.

TomTom LIVE services provide real-time data 
to increase safety and comfort of the driver. 
Possible services include traffic hazards, speed 
limit service and danger zone warnings.

TomTom Map content  includes gradient, curvature 
and heights. In addition, TomTom provides other 
ADAS attributes such as lane marking and speed 
limits with our base map product.
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LIVE SERVICES TO INCREASE SAFETY
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